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Special Places: 
 

Sacred Chambers:  The Sacred Chambers of the (X)ūpraeth is housed within the royal 
palace.  It is here where Queen Raī and King Vhileum are secured by Naīphīel of the 
Kingdom of Udharīa who is a Seeker of Light.  These healing quarters are protected with 
the hope of their return by the king and queen regents, Ganev and Muraeth.  At the 
height of the vaulted ceiling are special stars that observe and watch over the ethereally 
incapacitated rulers while their advisor-Luminary interprets the light of the stars.  The 
king and queen lie in this space enshrouded in light.  One lies at an angle protruding 
outward, while the other also buoyed within a sacred incandescence is situated below.  
This will be the queen and king's condition until they are wholly restored and heal from 
the effects of using their crowns to quell an insurrection in the far away dungeons. 
 
Place of the New Sun:  It lies within the cosmos, primarily situated in a manner that 
nourishes the kingdom-world of (X)ūpraeth.  This place which cradles the celestial is not 
weakened.  It was created long before the sun's existence.  However, what is situated 
within this pocket can dim over extended eons.  It is the Morningstar that would be the 
sign of the New Sun.  Here waters and fire that circumambulate in opposing directions 
of the New Sun have secured the New Sun, providing hope for this kingdom-world for 
an extended time of a future unknown. 
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Dungeon:  The Dungeon is a special prison within the Kingdom of (X)ūpraeth.  The local 
of this place is not widely known by the members of the general citizenry.  It is set far 
from the royal palace.  Its façade is primarily made of stone.  Its overall appearance is 
unwelcoming, but serves its purpose to house those accused of the most heinous crimes 
against the Crown and the kingdom-world at large. 
 
Castle of Ubraeĭ:  This is the abode in which Prince Thauses ere ted within this realm for 
him and his bonded mate, Princess Nuraī to live.  When the prince and princess share an 
intimate moment, they reach beyond the walls of the castle.  They were within an inner 

temple of delight shrouded by the ethereal existence of a sacred abode. 

 

The abode of Aetashara and Euphranaĭ is situated in the world of Ubraeĭ.  It is within this 

lower level that Prince Thauses and Princess Nuraī uncover the mystical chariot.  It and 

this kingdom-world would be the escape for Euphranaĭ and Aeteshara, with a young 

Nuraī in tow, from the Kingdom of Udharīa.  This home is not the only place that 

harbours secrets. 

 

Coleseum:  This public arena is for special events held for all of the inhabitants of the 

Kingdom of (X)ūpraeth.  Its architecture is of the finest ancient materials though its 

aesthetic is simpler than what the average visitor to this kingdom-world would expect.  

This is the place where Aueneiss betrayal to the Crown and (X)ūpraeth is manifested.  

For a moment it becomes his public prison, until he manages to escape from the very 

grasp of Prince Thauses and Princess Nuraī. 

 

Throne of the Kingdom of (X)ūpraeth:  The throne of this kingdom-world is not one but 

comprised of at least four.  It is the seat of the (X)ūpraethī Crown.  Upon it sits Queen 

Xylīa, King Naĭsaph, Prince Thauses and Princess Nuraĭ.  When the king and queenare in 

an ethereal sleep, the Crown remains.  In their stead, Muraeth, the warrior true and the 

advisor, Ganev.  They act as queen and king-regents.  The other two thrones are occupied 

by Prince Thauses and Princess Nuraĭ.  


